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Spherical Common Bulkhead Geometry

Three Load Cases:
Internal (outward) 
P = 50 psi 
T = -293 F
External (crushing) 
P = 43.3 psi
T = -423 F
Combined
ΔG = -423 to -293

-423F

-293F 
to 
110F

50 psi

216.5”

Sandwich, 
with 2” min 
core 
thickness

Element 
normals

43.3 psi

125”



Assumptions

Only using what is perceived to be the most severe load 
case: Hydrogen Crushing Pressure = 43.3 psi
Temperature of wall assumed to be -423 F
Boundaries of bulkhead are pinned (u = v = w = 0)
Bulkhead is represented as a single large shell 
component where shell properties represent the entire 
sandwich (i.e. no solid elements)
Reference plane is midplane of honeycomb panel
Minimum gages of 2” Core and 0.04” facesheets not 
used for current sizing study



Static Solution, Nx Contours Static Solution, Ny Contours

Nx and Ny Static Loads



Static Solution (Displacement)

Mode 1 Mode 2

Mode 3 Mode 5

Max Disp = 0.29”

Static Displacements 
and Buckling Modes (Nastran)

Facesheets: 
Al 2219, t = 0.06”

Core: 
Hexcel HRH 10-1/8-4.0, t=1”

Buckling mode shapes show 
tendency for short wavelength 
buckling (i.e. crimping) in 
areas if high Qx due to soft 
core material



Static Qx

Buckling occuring in this 
region

Short Wavelength Buckling in areas of 
high out-of-plane shear



Start with HyperSizer standard sizing

Panel knockdown factor 
assumed to be 0.5 – solution 
also includes 1.4 ultimate 
factor 
Sizing controlled by 
facesheet wrinkling and 
Shear Crimping (i.e. short 
wavelength buckling)



After converging with standard HyperSizer 
HyperFEA sizing, activate eigenvalue sizing

HyperFEA 
sizing without 
FEA 
eigenvalue 
calculation



HyperFEA Eigenvalue Sizing

Using HyperFEA, at user specified intervals, 
execute an FEA eigenvalue solution

If minimum eigenvalue is below the required 
minimum, apply a required stiffness in 
HyperSizer

Dij, reqd = Dij, result * Eigvreqd / Eigvresult



HyperFEA Sizing with Eigenvalue leads to 
oversize with soft nomex/phenolic core

Eigenvalue = 2.19

Oversize:
Max gage on all 

dimensions

Therefore required 
Eigv=2.8 cannot 

be reached

No 
Eigenvalue 
sizing

Facesheets: 
Al 2219, t = 0.06”

Core: 
Hexcel HRH 10-1/8-4.0, t=1”

With 
Eigenvalue 
sizing



To prevent short wavelength buckling, 
use stiffer Aluminum Core Material



HyperSizer Sizing using stiffer core 
without eigenvalue analysis

Controlled by panel buckling
Short wavelength phenomena 
(crimping, wrinkling) are no 
longer a factor



Activate Eigenvalue Sizing
No 
Eigenvalue 
sizing

With 
Eigenvalue 
sizing

No
Eigv 
sizing

With 
Eigenvalue 
sizing

HRH Core Al Core



HyperSizer buckling solution shows substantial positive 
margin, use FEA Eigv solution to determine more 
appropriate buckling lengths

Unit Weight = 1.50 psf
FEA Eigenvalue = 2.82

~45”

~25”



HyperSizer buckling solution shows substantial positive 
margin, use FEA Eigv solution to determine more 
appropriate buckling lengths

Original Buckling lengths

Modified buckling lengths 
based on FEA solution
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